MIXING INSTRUCTIONS: SOIL

Same as above with every watering. There are no special procedures for soil growing.

• Please do not adjust pH. Greenhouse trials have proven that this step is not necessary.
• Clean all equipment between grow cycles.
• To keep reservoir looking like mineral based nutrients please add a 5-micron filter (this is not mandatory for performance).
• Change reservoir weekly.
• Nature’s Nectar natural organics will not register on a PPM/EC pen (no pen required).
• DO NOT inject air into reservoir (i.e. air stones, air pumps, etc.).

5 GALLON RECIPE

Nitrogen = 2.7 Tablespoons
Phosphorus = 4 Tablespoons
Potassium = 4 Tablespoons

This organic nutrient program is not only very effective, but also very simple. It has been proven in greenhouse & field tests that the same product dosage can be used for the entire growth cycle of the plant. It will not burn your seedlings, yet it can grow 20 ft. plants loaded with fruit.